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Tiger Drop-In
On Tuesday, February 12 at 8:00 p.m., THE TIGER will sponsor a drop-in for anyone interested
in any aspect of newspaper work. The purpose of
this drop-in is to acquaint interested students with
the different staffs and their workings. Experience
is not necessarily a prerequisite.
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Writes Letter
Gala Midwinters Planned ToR. C.TheEdwards
Students Of Clemson

Midwinters Features Brook Benton!

Benton, Staton Headline
Five-Group Performance

The Central Dance Association
plans to present Brook Benton
Dakota Staton, Shep and the
Limelites, The Impressions, and
Prankie Scott's Orchestra for the
dance weekend of Feb. 22 and 23.
These five groups, well known
individually, are to star in the
1962-63 Mid-winters Dance.
The Friday and Saturday night
dances are to be held in the dining hall as has been the case for

College Bowl
Will Give Test
To Candidates
Brook Benton, who is among the personalities CDA has booked
for Midwinters, will appear at Clemson on Friday, 22 February.
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corps, federal aid to education,
By Senator John G. Tower
United States Senator
and other New Frontier spendThe major legislative contro- ing and welfare proposals, I am
versy in the 88th Congress is
sure to come over President convinced, will have a much
Kennedy's recommendation to tougher going this year than
cut taxes $13.5 billion, over a previously.
three year period. This is the On the outlook ahead, I am
key to the New delighted with significant conFrontier program servative gains in Texas, and
throughout the South, last Noin 1963.
Most Ameri- vember. It is good to see Repubi cans,
conserva- licans throughout the South altives and liberals ready busy with plans and activalike, can agree ity for the 1964 campaign.
(Continued on Page 6)
[that a tax cut is
needed to stimuI late investment,
spending, and to get our economy moving at the rate it should
be moving. Surely, at the rate
President Kennedy promised it
would be moving when a candidate in the campaign of 1960.
However, if we are going to
reduce taxes, conservatives in- Clemson's eight social fraternisist that we must, at the same ties climaxed their third Rush
time, reduce government spend- Week Monday night with the
ing. Every year we go more and awarding of bids to those rushmore into the red. Our national ees selected for pledgeship. From
debt has passed the $300 billion the appearance of the fraternity
mark, and is still soaring. We men, rushees, and the adminishave raised the debt limit re- tration, the third Rush Week has
peatedly, under the Kennedy been the most successful since
Administration, and will have to the first Rush Week in 1961.
raise the debt ceiling again this The week began with smokers
on Wednesday, Thursday and
year.
I am opposed to the tax cut Friday nights, the first two beunless federal spending' is cut, ing open to all and Friday's by
and the budget is balanced by invitation only. About 200 rushees
curtailing expenditures for non- participated in this phase of rush.
defense, foreign aid, welfare The highlight of the week came
spending, and assorted New Saturday night with the fraterniFrontier schemes.
ties entertaining invited guests at
Unless we do this, we will be private parties, featuring decoralooking at a $20 billion deficit in tions and combos.
another year. The President al- Quiet hours began at 5:00 p.m.
ready agrees we will go $12 to Sunday, Feb. 3, and continued
$14 billion in the hole.
until 8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb. 4
Other Presidential recommen- at which time all bids were redations for medicare under so- ceived and accepted. During quite
cial security, a domestic peace hours, no conversation or social

A qualification examination for
College bowl candidates will be
given at one p.m., Saturday, Feb^
ruary 16. This examination is open
to all undergraduates of Clemson
who will not graduate before January of 1964.
Ten or twelve students will be
selected from among those who
take the examination. These students will be coached on virtually
every field of human knowledge
and will compete each week in
practice games. It is anticipated
that these students will find the
experience very broadening, and
well worth the time. The four
who will represent Clemson will
be selected from this group.
The examination will consist of
one hundred or more short answer questions and will be timed to
put emphasis on quick response.
Although the fields of literature
and history will provide the bulk
of the questions, sincere, fine
arts, sports and geography will
be covered.
Twenty students attended the
first meeting but the examination
is in no way limited to ijiese
students. Dr. Bolen, coach of the
team, urges all of you to participate in this program.

many of the previous weekend
dances held at Clemson.
Friday Night
Friday night Brook Benton is to
present the program for a semiformal 9 to 1 p.m. dance. Brook
Benton is widely known as a
popular singer for his musical talent and is the singer of many
hit records such as "It's Just a
Just A Matter of Time" for the
"So Many Ways', "Kiddo," "The
Ties That Bind", and "Hotel
Happiness".
Brooks Benton has written, recorded, and made a tremendous
hit of his first recording, "Its
Just A Matter of Time." for the
Mercury label. Since that time
Brook has had almost a continuous chain of hits. Benton said
that he thanks the Lord for allowing him to meet his songwriters
Clyde Otis and Belfor Hendrix,
with whom he has produced so
many of his top records. They
pull the strings which allow
Brook to gain the full impact in
his style of blues and sacred
songs.
Personal Ideas
Brook Benton has his own idea
of the perfect melody and lyrics.
These have been accepted by the
recording companies and Benton's
long-sought idea is today a reality. With this new presentation,
Mr. Benton led top singers with
a number of songs on the top 100

Wright's Death Marks Loss
To Textile Education Effort
Last week Clemson was saddened by the death of one of its
best friends and advocates. On
Saturday, Feb. 2, 1963, George
M. Wright, President of the J.
E. Sirrine Textile, Foundation,
died in his home in Abbeville at
the age of 84.
Mr. Wright had an active life
in the textile industry of South
Carolina. For his capable work
in the industry and his outstanding leadership in the Sirrine Foundation Clemson Col-

Rush Week Ends;
170 Bids Offered

Peele Chosen
News Editor

T. C. Peele joins the Tiger staff vacancy which occurred when
this week as News Editor. Tom Gerry Purdy transfered to the
was elected last Sunday night by University of Tennessee.
the Tiger "senior staff" to fill the Peele, a Clemson native, has
had two years experience on the
newspaper as a sports writer. He
is a Senior in Pre-Medicine after
attending Clemson for only three
years and will be graduated this
June. Tommy now has an outstanding 3.5 grade point ratio.
Next year he plans to attend the
Medical College of South Carolina at Charleston.
When asked how he hoped to
improve the news service of the
Tiger, he replied, "Although the
present members of the News
Staff are very capable there is a
need for more people who like to
write. I also hope that in the future any interested Co-eds will
not hestitate to join our ranks!"
Last semester Tom was president of the Junior "Y" Council
and in that capacity, had a great
deal to do with the Brothers Four
Tom Peele replaces Gerry Concert. He was also active in
Purdy as News Editor of the Phi Eta Sigma, Delta Sigma Nu,
Sigma Tau Epison, and the P.S.A.
Ti*er. (Photo by Lawk)

intercourse between rushees and
fraternity men was allowed on
any matter concerning fraternities.
Bids were picked up between
the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. Monday and accepted between 7:00 p. m. and 8:00 p. m.
the same night. After the bids
were accepted, the pledges remained at the fraternity dorm until 8:00 p.m. at which time quiet
hours ended. Tnis was a new policy from last year. The new
quiet hours gave the rushees
time to consider the acceptance
of their bid. Last year the bids
were received and accepted at
the same time, giving no time
for the rushee to consider his bid.
The I.F.C. found the policy a
great success and will continue
in the future to let the rushees
accept their bids at the end of
quiet hours.
In conclusion Doug Richardson,
president of the Inter-fraternity
Council, stated, "We had about
fifty more boys out this year than
last year. This shows a growing interest in fraternities on the
campus. We would like to thank
the TIGER staff and the radio
staff for doing an excellent job
with publicity during rush week.
We hope to see more boys out
for rush week next year and that
they seriously consider making
fraternities a part of their education while at Clemson."
The following Clemson men
were admitted to Clemson's fraternities this Week:
Delta Kappa Alpha; Hank Baumann, Dave Brewton, Doug Rosen, Mike Long, Pete Pierson, Jim
Cobb, Richard Papini,
Mike
Stone, Frank Purvis, Bill Hall,
Jim Byrun, Jody Patrick, Harry
Frampton, Danny Ford, Pat
Crowther, Sam White, Bruce
Lanier, John Welborn, Avery Nelson, Buzzy Canup.
Kappa Sigma Nu:
Tom
Brown, Wayne Montague, Ed McKenzie, Doug Barton, Bill Story,
Charles Andrews, Allen Newman,
Bill Law, John Mahon, Terry
Paxon, Dave Hobson, Paul Sanderfer, Dorn Montgomery, Chris
Witaseck, Charles Poole, John
Hacker.
Sigma Alpher Zeta; "Smut"
Smith, Dennis Duhaun, Patric
McDonald, Bubba Free, Bo John-

record parade in 1960 and today
is ahead of such top stars as
Frankie Lane, Perry Como, Fats
Domino, and Pat Boone on the
"Playboy" all-stars of 1963.
CDA has sought to bring Brook
Benton and his groups to Clemson
for some time and now this well
known vocalist is set for Midwinter's. "This dance should rate
among the top dances of the year
for the Clemson student" according to Jim Hardwick, president
of CDA.
CDA also presents Dakota Staton for a concert Saturday afternoon from 2:30 p.m. until 4:30 p.
m. "This presentation is one of
the spectacular parts of the weekend," noted
Hardwick, "and
should be entertaining to all."
Along with Dakota Staton will
be her trio which will add to the
concert. Dakota Staton is a wellknown vocalist and has been listed in the latest "Playboy" allstars ahead of these top performers: Keely Smith, Dela Reese,
Eddie Gormet, and Etta James.
Saturday night three groups
share the limelight. The groups
are the Impressions, Skip and
the Limelights, and Prankie
Scotts orchestra will present a
semiformal dance from 8 until
12 p. m. This dance will be held
in the Clemson College Dining
Hall.

son, Doug Rippy, John Robinson,
Tom Durham, Pete Wilson, Talmadge Hagler, Sam Richey, Bill
Schulze, Don Williams, Bill Clark,
Bert Rawald, Geddes Anderson,
Stephen Heindwick, Henry Herlong, Lewis Horton, Jim Brabham, Tom McCrary, Phil Bechtold, Richard Nygard, Tom Flow,
Tom Finley, Tom Dudley, Bill
Coffin, Tom Murphey, Tom Cork,
Charles Bryan.
Kappa Delta Chi: Darreal Monroe, Frank Pierce, Jim McCord,
Norman Pulliam, Al Roach, Roy
Fleming, Steve Zeigler, Dan Davis, Mike Mahon, Stan Woodward,
Eddie Lominack, Jim Carter,
Jim Martin, Paul Burnette, John
Shelley, Lance Lanier, Troy Usher, Gary Faulkenberry, George
Taylor;
Numeral Society: Bill Hecht,
Bill Kennedy, Bill Bruner, Billy
Cate, Billy Connell, Pete Sherret, Don Henderson, Eddie Ridgers, Bill Boozer, Marshal Page,
Harry Harritos, James Elliot,
Sam Harden,
Gene Kneece,
Woody Moore, Robert Calhoun,
Benson Bagwell, Paul Quinn.
Phi Kappa Alpha: Bobby Boroughs, Jimmy Wynn,
Chip
Smoak, Wes Connelly, Tony Jackson, Mae Brooks, Claude Robertson, Lewis Lipscomb, Danny
Brice, Bobby Smith, Bill Merideth, Joe Collins, Bert Pearce,
Bill Flyn, L. T. Crosky, Ed Tennent, John Taylor, Seth Ferara,
Wade Hall.
Sigma Kappa Epsilon: James
Dukes, William Jordan, James
Young, George Dailey, William
Zilly, James Smith, Thomas
Copeland, Charles Sullivan, Robert Lee, Ray Miller, William Dickinson, Joseph Gasque, James McKeller, Joseph Glezen, William
Clemont, Thomas Rudy, McAden
Chatnuaff, Clarence Mass, James
Fanning, Ted Moore, Gary Garner, James Whitesell, Claude Burris, Robert Dickson, Thomas Kicklighter, Gary Burnisky, Stuart
Holmes, Don Seitz, Julian Blackman, James Lewis.
Delta Phi Kappa: Mike Corley,
Quentin
Ball, Ken Holliday,
Charles Gatch, Mickey Penn,
Tommy Touchstone, Bill Zilles,
Fred McMurray, Jim Southland,
Gary Pederson, Bohdan Kolody,
Phil McBride, Jim Addison, Glen
Hilliard, Al Luiz, Randy Dunagin, Russell Ward.

lege awarded him an Honorary
Doctorate in 1951. Recently, the
Sirrine Foundation Board of
Trustees voted to appropriate a
sum of money to equip a textile
chemistry research laboratory,
located in Sirrine Hall, in his
honor. The dedication plaque
reads: "This research laboratory
equipped in honor of George M.
Wright by the trustees of the J.
E. Sirrine Textile Foundation
in appreciation of devoted service, 1962."
"The death of George Wright
was a personal loss to me," Gaston Gage, Dean of the textile
school, said, "and I appreciated
very much the devotion that
Mr. Wright showed to the textile
education at Clemson College."
Mr. Wright was born in Cumberland County in Virginia and
attended Randolph-Macon College in Virginia. He entered
the textile industry of South
(Continued on- Page 3)

The tickets for the dances will
be sold in the dining hall during
meal hours and before the
dances. The Friday night dance
featuring Brook Benton will be
$4.00 per couple. The concert
with Dakota Stanton will be
$1.50 per person and Saturday
night will be $4.50 per couple.
Block tickets for all the dances
and the concert will be $9:00 per
couple.

Placement
Available
To Students
The College Placement service
is available to all students; those
seeking permanent employment
and undergraduates interested in
summer employment opportunities. Although seniors have an immediate interest in these representatives from the various companies, these men are willing to discuss any aspect of their firms to
any interested .students.
Visiting representatives are provided lunch in the College Cafeteria. To those of you who may
be curious about the official delegations headed by ranking school
officials — these habitual linebreakers are none other than
your possible future employers.

Worse Than 7:30 Breakfast?

Students are urged to use this
service and the placement library. Specific appointments are not
necessary and openings in the
representatives' schedules are
posted outside the interviewing
offices.

YAF Meets
The Clemson College Chapter
of the Young Americans For
Freedom plan an open meeting
on Feb. 11 in meeting room 1.
The speaker will be Dr. William
Hunter of Clemson.

Student
Organizations
Will those student organizations
who need to submit a new Organization Report Form please
come by the Office of Student
Affairs and pick one up. This
applies to those organizations that
elected new officers.

Roving Reporter

New Size Tiger
Draws Opinion
Last week The Tiger had a new
look. The paper was presented in
tabloid form and opened like a'
book. A roving reporter asked
several students for their opinion
as to what, if any, difference the
change made to them. The answers are as follows:
BILL MARTIN, '63; "The form
of the paper is immaterial to me
if the paper will contain much
the same type information and
feature as it has previously."
BILL LAW. '64; "It doesn't
make any difference."

As we come to the end of the first full week of
classes I wish to extend a warm welcome to those students who are beginning their careers at Clemson. To
those of you who are returning for the second semester
we wish every success as you continue your work.
I would like to remind all of you that the primary
mission of Clemson College is to provide the finest education possible for all students. This mission can be accomplished only if you realize that you have a personal
responsibility to take full advantage of the educational
opportunities available to you. Your maturity and
gentlemanly conduct, evidenced during these past two
weeks, indicate that this is your goal.
The many messages that have been directed to me
from all parts of the country in recent days reflect
credit upon this institution and the State of South Carolina. In virtually every message admiration has been
expressed for members of the student body.
It is my earnest hope that throughout the remainder of this semester, and all the semesters that lie ahead,
each Clemson student will continue to take pride in the
fact that he or she is a member of this fine student
body. May your every action continue to reflect credit
not only upon you as individuals but upon the institution as well.
Sincerely,
/s/ Robert C. Edwards, President
February 4, 1963

BEN MARSELLA, '64; "The
size of the Tiger fits what was in
it."
JOHN LEE, '64; "It reminded
me of a high school paper."
DOUG SMITH, '64; "It doesn't
make a lot of difference to me. I
would like to see many pictures
in every issue."
BILLY LINN, '64; "I think it
is good because it is easier
to handle."
BOB BROWN, '64; "I don't like
it as well. I think the old one is
(Continued on Page 3)

Although it seems to be the fad these days to avoid the bookstore as much as possible, they seemed to be busy last week.
(Photo by Groat)

Hunter, Rogers
Speak At YR Meet
Dr. William Hunter and Professor Ernest Rogers will be the
guest speakers at a meeting of
the Clemson College Young Republican Club on Monday night at
7 o'clock in meeting room No. 1.
Dr. Hunter and Mr. Rogers have
made outstanding contributions to
the Republican Party's effort to
establish a strong two party system in South Carolina. Both believe that the future of the Republican Party in South Carolina
is bright and that young people
will play a major role to the success of the Party.
Dr. Hunter, a native South Carolinian, is a Physician and a former varsity boxer and football
player at Clemson. In the past
election he served as Campaign
Chairman for Bill Workman to the
third Congressional District. At
present, he is Secretary of the
South Carolina Republican Party.
Dr. Hunter will speak on the
youth movement to the Republican Party. He says, "If only
those votes of people to their 30's
and below had been counted to
the last election, Bill Workman

would have been elected 3 to 1."
Mr. Ernest Rogers Is an Associate Professor of Agricultural
Engineering at Clemson. In 1960
he was winner of the Major Freedom Foundation Award. Mr. Rogers is Chairman of the Pickens
County Republican Party. Under
his leadership Pickens county was
the only county in the upper part
of the state to raise 100 per cent
of its financial quota and to go
for Bill Workman to the past election. Mr. Rogers will speak on the
future of the Republican Party in
South Carolina.
The Clemson College Young Republican Club is planning to bring
to Clemson many more outstanding Republican speakers. In addition to these speakers plans are
being made to publish a Campus
Newsletter, to send a large delegation to a State Convention at
which the sixteen major colleges
to South Carolina will be represented, and to advance the Republican party movement at Clemson.
Any student, faculty member,
or local resident interested in
learning more about the Clemson
Y.R. Club is cordially invited to
attend this meeting.

Detroit Symphony Presents Concert Financial Aid

Last night the third of the 196263 Clemson Concert Series was
presented in the field house. The
performance was a concert given by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Werner Torkanowsky.
The first performance of the
season was by the Goldovsky
Opera Theater, and the second
presented the Royal Scots Greys
and the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders.
The Detroit Symphony is recognized as one of the finest
groups the world over. The program featured Brahms' symphony No. 4 in E minor. This
symphony
is
regarded
as
Brahms' greatest achievement; it
is his final effort to symphonic
writing and into it he poured
everything that he had to say for
the orchestra.
The performance, as rendered
by the Detroit Symphony, was up
to the high standards set by
Brahms himself for the work. The
symphony was performed with
the warmth and humanism that

is so characteristic of Brahms.
Werner Torkanowsky is unquestionably one of the most brilliant
new conducting talents to come to
the classical music forefront. His

Pianist

AXJGOSTIN ANIEVAS

performances leads one to expect
great things to come from him.
Mr. Torkanowsky has previously
conducted the New York Philharmonic and other orchestras in
the United States. Recently he
won the Conductor's Award, given by the Walter W. Naumburg
Foundation. He also feels at
.home to opera and ballet. He has
been music director of the Ballets Espagnols, and of Jerome
Robbins Ballet U.S.A., to name
a few.
Other works
presented last
night were Pergolesi's Concertino
to G for Strings, and Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini, for Piano and Orchestra, This last featured Augustto
Anievas.on the piano. Mr. Anievas began his musical studies at
the age of three and a half years.
He graduated from -the Julliard
School of Music in 1959, with a
Master of Science Degree. In December of 1961, Mr. Anievas won
the $5,000 First Prize to the First
Dimitri Mitropoulos International
(Continued on Page 6)

Schedule Set
For Next Year
In order that sufficient time
be allowed for necessary administrative processing it is requested that applications for financial aid be submitted in accordance with the following schedule:
Scholarships—not later than
Feb. 28
Loans—NEW: Summer session
(first)—not later than April 15
Summer session (second)—not
later than May 27, School year,
1963-64—not later than May 15.
Loans—RENEWAL—not later
than May 17.
Information regarding loans
and scholarships and terms of
loans are available in the Student Financial Aid Office, second floor of Tillman Hall. Any
questions can also be answered.

Week's Peek

Tiger

The
Ml

He Roars For

Bethea Launches Battle;
Convictions Show "Vigah"

Clemson College"

By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Associate Editor

DAVE GUMULA, Editor
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1963

Sprinkled throughout the history of this state and
of this country, there have occasionally been men who
were outstandingly set in their ways, who were fiercely dedicated to a way of life, and who advocated this
particular way of life so strongly that
they could have been considered fanatics
by their associates.
This conviction of thought and courage
of expression are among the ideals that
we have been taught to admire, for these
men are called leaders—influencing the
general public from atop their soap boxes
about the key issues of the day. Whether or not these
men should be admired with the same conviction regardless of their stand may be disputed.

The Tabloid Experiment
Last week THE TIGER came out
with a different-sized paper. It was
called a tabloid size and the acceptance
by the students was good. One issue of
this size is not enough to convince those
opposed to it but it did give the students
a chance to see THE TIGER in another
format.
THE TIGER has considered changing
to a biweekly, tabloid format for the
benefit of the students. This would allow the news to be presented to the student body on a twice-a-week basis and
the size of the paper would be that of
last week's paper.
The tabloid has many advantages in
the ease of the layout and the chance
to emphasize one story on a page more
fully. Evidently, the main disadvantage
of this size is the stigma of the high
school tabloid. This seems like a rather
shallow reason for condemning the tab-

loid since many of the finest college papers in America are of the tabloid size.
Of course, most of these tabloids are
either dailies or biweeklies.
THE TIGER would like to experiment with a biweekly tabloid sometime
this semester. For about two weeks we
want to print tabloid and then we will
compare the reception that the paper
has had and the various problems which
we have met in connection with the paper. This will take a considerable amount
of additional time and effort on the part
of THE TIGER staff but we would like
to see how it would work.

Even if they take a stand that is questionable, if
they follow it up with enough sincerity, they will pick
up the support of both those people in favor of the
firm manner in which they took the stand. At any
rate, they are unusual, for there seems to be an obvious diminishing of such vigorous advocates of any
policy whatsoever.

The staff would appreciate any comments that you have on last week's paper. Thus far the comments have been
very favorable but we would still like
to hear your comment if you have not
given it.

Bravo, Clemson
(Editor's note: Many columns and
editorials have been written about
the integration of Clemson and many
will be written in the future. We
would like to share this editorial
from the western edition of the New
York Times, Jan. 31, 1963. It is one
of the best that has been presented
to THE TIGER.)
They did not want him. They were,
in fact petitioning the Supreme Court
for authority to reject him at the very
moment when he reached the campus.
In what was happening here there was
no abandonment of adherence to the old
idea of the "all white" school, no conversion to the new idea of desegregation,
and this must be clearly understood.
Nevertheless . . .
Once the issue was drawn, once all

present legal means of delay had been
exhausted, Clemson and its sponsors and
the authorities of South Carolina faced
up to the issue honorably. For weeks
in advance of this ultimate denouement
Governor Russell had conducted an effective campaign for obedience to national law.
On the decisive day the student body
itself behaved admirably. Resentment
and reluctance there may have been; but
there was none of the violence, none of
the open flaunting of racial hatred, none
of the rowdyism wearing the mask of
white supremacy that have characterized events of this kind elsewhere. Instead, there was an encouraging display
of order and self restraint.
What a contrast to Mississippi!

An Age-Old "Fun" Sport
During the past few days some of the
more intelligent and mature Clemson
students have been participating in an
age-old "fun" sport. It requires an unusual amount of skill and practice in order to participate and also necessitates
mental capacity of the highest order.
One of the first requirements of the
sport is to know how to coax into sufficient quantity and quality a complex
chemical reaction known as "fire." After such a masterpiece of skill and agility
is acquired with sufficient dexterity, one
must learn localization and concentration of said reaction in order to further
ignite a slender cord previously carefully chemically treated to expire at a
predetermined rate. Premature ignition
of said end result involves disastrous
consequences and a post ignition period
usually results in complete failure of the
experiment.
The most critical of the skills involved is ejection of the total experimental problem into a precalculated trajectory, necessitating careful calculation
of elevation, windage, total time elapsed,

and target area. Insufficient preparation of any part of the experiment, especially the last step, often ends in undesired results and penetration by the
materials into sensitive areas of the human anatomy.
Since a successful experiment develops great quantities of gas, expelled
at a tremendous rate three-dimensionally, the end result is not desired in the
proximity of the experimenter. Impact
and percussion are favorably comparable, at limited distances, to much more
costly and exotic materials.
You are well aware of the materials
involved in the above description. The
only question in the minds of many students is: "Why should college-level students bother with such trivial methods
of 'fun'?" If you are one of the students
that gets his kicks out of this type of
fun, you certainly don't belong in such
a sophisticated institution as college, but
rather in kindergarten. Why don't you
just go home and take your fun with you
and allow the interested student and
scholar to study?

Civil Defense Signs - Grimly Efficient
One of the most recent and grossly
colorful addenda and improvement to
the Clemson College physical plant has
been the Civil Defense shelter signs.
They are designed to be visible at a considerable distance and they succeed in
their fatalistic task with grim efficiency.
These signs denote the fatalistic and
defeatist attitude of America with respect to the cold war with Russia. Per-

haps someday such signs as these will
not be necessary for America will have
found the fortitude and plain "guts" to
stand up to such threats to America as
communism. Until such a time though,
these signs will be vitally necessary —
as a sign of the resigned attitude of the
United States toward the eventual overthrow and defeat of all that it "stands
for.

Bishop Rides Again . . .

Action Of Students
Deserve Most Praise
By FRED BISHOP
Well, Clemson sure did make
the headlines for a few days,
but fortunately the news and
editorial comment, that I have
read, has been favorable. It
was good to see that Clemson's
"Country Gentlemen" showed
that they are
still gentlemen.
Much praise
has been heaped upon the excellent leadership, both college and statewide, and justly
so, but ignored,
or not praised
enough, were the actions and
attitude of the students. It
would make no difference how
excellent the leadership, nor
how great the precautionary
measures, if the students had
not chosen to conduct themselves as gentlemen, then the
tone of Gantt's reception
would have been different.
The students should receive
the benefit of most of the
praise which is to be doled out.
They yielded not to integration, but to good sense and
awesome image of Federal
power. One can compare the
students acceptance of Gantt
to that of a Southerner eating
in an integrated northern
restaurant. He is still a segregationist, despite his surroundings.
There will be, without question, technical integration,
but, practically, it will be a
long long time before there is
any such animal as actual integration. North. Carolina has
for quite> some time had peaceful technical integration, but
as for the elimination of social
distinction due to class or race,
there is very little change. The
social structure and attitude of
the people is much the same as
it was before technical integration. If anything there is
more distinction due to resentment built up by technical
integration.
There is no power on earth,
or yet devised, that can change
a man's way of thinking. His
thoughts are his own. No
amount, of technical Integration will make him change his
attitude. Respect for an individual, regardless of race,
creed or anything else, is earned, not given or provided
through laws, court, or any
other federal power.

Sounds Of Madness

Confucius Soy: "He Who Gripes Most Is Heard Least"
By RALPH HOOD
Tiger Columnist
For one semester now, and
especially for the last week, I,
and other TIGER staff members, have been constantly listening to the often and loudly
voiced gripe that "the TIGER
staff"
represents only one
opinion or one side of the issue. The average griper seems
to feel that we sit down each
week and decide what will be
said about what that week.
I would like to clarify one
point right now — the columnists of this newspaper do not
represent one opinion, nor do
we sit down and discuss what
we are going to write. The
opinions expressed in this paper are individual opinions.
Each writer explains the way

he feels. If our opinions have
been similar in the past it has
been, as they say in the
movies, purely coincidental.
Why, the gripers ask, don't
you tell the other side? I'll
tell you why. Because that's
not the way I feel about it.
The writers of this paper are
all people that have worked on
the TIGER staff for at least
two years. We have earned
these columns, and in earning
a column we have earned the
right to express our own
opinion in said column. Whyshould we give up that right
in order to express opinions
contrary to our own?
Right now the TIGER staff
is accepting new members.
Why don't some of you who
want your opinions heard come

]

up and go to work? I have no- peaceful acceptance. It seems
ticed that most of you are too significant to me that this is
lazy to even write a letter to the policy advocated by pracTom.
tically every student who cares
Another oft-heard
gripe
states that the TIGER prints enough about Clemson to work
only what the administration actively for the school in some
wants printed. Let me assure way. The only students I have
you that the members of the met who oppose this policy are
administration read the TI- those who do nothing but sit
GER the same time you do — in their room and gripe conon Friday.. They cannot, and stantly.
In closing, I would like to
do not, censure a paper that
they read only after it has say one thing to these gripers:
been issued to the student You may sit in your room and
dispute everything I write. You
body.
Most of our writers have may call me every name in the
been strongly criticized for the book from biased to warped,
stand they have taken on one but as long as you sit in your
important issue" this year, the room and do nothing I shall
admission of Harvey Gantt, al- have the sa? isfaction of knowthough the only policy we ing that my opinion will reach
have pushed has been that of more people than your's.

There has been much talk
about the setting of precedents
for the rights of future generations, but the most important
precedent set on that "historic day" was set by the students of Clemson for the people of the South and other colleges. The real heroes of the
day were the students.
Noticeably lacking in praise
or precedent setting was

Gantt. Despite the tremendous
coverage by the news media,
the real beneficiary of the coverage was the college and the
students. Gantt, unlike Meredith, has lost significance in
the praise for the actions of
Clemson's students. He will attend, and leave someday, but
Clemson and South Carolina
will remain with probably very
little change in attitude.

each his own

Such an advocate is Representative "Red" Bethea,
,vho recently threw in far more than his two cents .
worth during the integration talks over Clemson. Ha
began his indignant stand far before the actual realization of integration at Clemson and evidently will never
abandon it. Here is a real example of conviction —
even though it may be^ contrary to any stand taken by
any other public official.
Do we admire a man who is so sincere in his belief that segregation is the only way of life that he
would see Clemson closed before it became integrated
and also "introduce legislature that will burn Bob Edwards up." Remember, this is real conviction . . .
Bethea did not stand alone, for there was Representative Mitchell Ott to help him launch the two-man
private war against integration—and launch they did
—even though it consisted for the most part of fierce t
talk and finger wagging. These are the Patrick Henrys
of history—"give me segregation or give me death."

Oxner Ends Fight;
Acceptance Final
tiger columnist
' jerry oxner
Yesterday Jerry Oxner arrived on the Clemson College
campus in Clemson, S. C. His
arrival here was witnessed
without incident. Oxner is the
first
right-handed
student
to be born in Oconee County,
move away to Newberry County, and, still be admitted to
the all-Left school.
A protection corps composed
of his father, brother, and
three thousand members of
the strong-armed campus security force escorted Oxner and
his lawyer, Merry Pason, from
the '41 Ford pick-up truck to
the Office of Administration
through a host of hungry photographers;
news reporters;
flag-waving left-handed students born in Oconee County,
having lived most of their lives
in Newberry County and entered Clemson; and foul-smelling horse manure that had
been freshly poured into neat
little holes symetricaily placed
around each of the trees.

Two main categories of people take tremendously
vigorous stands on the issues of the day. These two
classes seem to be sincerely dedicated people and utInside the office building, ter idiots—and the line separating them often runs so
Mr. Oxner signed the last of narrow that they almost seem to cross. No one can
the documents ending his 55- really judge or distinguish between the two except the
year battle in the courts, in
the classrooms, and on the followers of history, when the event in question has
playgrounds. Outside, the only been safely passed and recorded.
incident worthy of notice was
a gentleman wearing a blue
serge suit being carried away
by the men-in-white as he
cried into the lapel of his coat,
"We have nothing to hide! We
have nothing to hide!"

In the case of Bethea and Ott, who were, at the
outset, considered to be merely publicity-seeking politicians, they eventually either outlasted or erased
these thoughts, but never once made any more glamMr. Oxner completed the,
'
orous the stand they took—and you must admit that it
formalities at exactly 3:17.22.
There was a great wailing and IS hardly glamorous to "introduce legislature" to
gnashing of teeth among the
"burn" a college president for following his conviction
pro-Left group as he staggered
from the office, blinded by the that college education must continue at any cost.
flash powder, to his dormitory
suite in Astoria 7-227.

Just as his pupils had recovered normality,
they were
again rudely forced to the size
of a legal loop-hole by a flash
from within his suite. Oxner
found himself upon the floor,
a flashbulb protruding from
his wazoo, as the reporter bolted from the room, leaving
tread marks upon the carpet.

As Oxner hobbled through
Oxner wore a wegin blazer,
the crowd, his beard dragging kanterberry britches, a vttiithe ground, his back bent from ger blouse, and an Army-reject
his struggles against the age- 'steel helmet-pot for the occaold conglomeration barriers, sion.
kindergarten teachers, mores
It has been reported that
and lesses, he heard only mild
heckling and occasional out- Oxner is being backed financially by the NAAWT.
bursts of laughter.

WSBF Progi am Schedule
MONDAY - FRIDAY
2:57—Sign On
3:00—Platter Party
3:20—Weather
3:30—Top Newi and Sports
3:40—Weather
3:55—News and Weather
4:00—Platter Party
4:20—Weather
4:30—Top News and Sports
4:40—Weather

SATURDAY

6:57—Sign On
7:00—Platter Party
7:20—Weather
7:30—Top News and Sports
7:40—Weather
7:55—News and Weather
8:00—Platter Party
S:20—Weather
8:30—Top News and Sports
8:40—Weather
8:55—News and Weather
9:00—Platter Party
9:20—Weather
9:30—Top News and Weather
9:40—Weather
9:55—News and Weather
10:00—Impressions In Sound
10 :aa—News and Weather
11:00—Impressions In Sound
11:55—News and Weather
12:00—Sign Off

S:00—Mostly Music
5:20—Weather
5:30—Top News and Sports
5:40—Weather
5:55—News and Weather '
6:00—Mostly Music
6:20—Weather
SUNDAY
6:30—Top News and Sports
12:57—Sign
On
6:40—Weather
1:00—Son gtime
6:55—News and Weather
1:30—Sunday Cavalcade
7:00—Mostly Music
1:55—News and Weather
2:00—Sunday Cavalcade
7:20—Weather
2:55—News and Weather
7:30—Top News and Sports
3:00—Sunday Cavalcade
7:40—Weather
3:55—News ,and Weather
4:00—Allegro
8:00—WSBF News Day
5:55—News
and Weather
8:15—WSBF Editorial
6:00—Sunday Cavalcade
8:17—Stardust
6:55—News and Weather
9:55—News and Weather
7:00—Sounds of the 20th Century
8:00—The Weeks Review
10:00—Nightbeat
8:30—Stardust'
10:55—News and Weather
9:55—News and Weather
11:00—WSBF Editorial
10:00—Nightbeat
10:55—News and Weather
11:02—Nightbeat
11:00—Nightbeat
12:00—WSBF News Final
12:00—WSBF News Final
12:10—East of Midnight
12:10—East of Midnight
1:00—Sign Off
1:00—Sign Off
The above schedules are for WSBF-AM and WSBF-FM except from
three until five o'clock Monday - Friday when WSBF-FM will present a
"Dreamland of Music."

The fact that these two gladiators have drawn little comment may be due to any of several reasons —
they may be simply ignored, listened to with ardent
rapture, or attacked with "vigah"—but, unfortunately,
they are still HEARD.
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New Lounge Hostess

"Homey" Makes Good
By JACK MILEY
Tiger Feature Editor
On a cold rainy day in late
January an extraordinary thing
happened. A hairy fellow named
Horneycophilus made the scene
on skates just in time to bring a
little cheer into the faint hearts
of Clemson Men as exams ap-
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Words From A Struggle

He Showed Us The Right Way

proached. It seems that he was
late, thanks to the printers; but
he came, nevertheless, celebrating the New Year with a gift for
Clemson Men. You can't keep a
good man down; the same goes
for 'Horney.'
'Horney's' gift was the winter
issue of the Chronicle, calculated

to thaw some of the winter-frozen
good nature of the Clemson Man
with the long forgotten warmth
By JERRY GAINEY
of reading for pleasure.
Associate Student Chaplin
The fiction in this issue was
In the fourth gospel of the New
very interesting and well worth
Testament we find an episode in
reading. Both Dick Magill and
the ministry of Jesus that not onHenry Woodhead seem to have a
ly shocked the disciples but also
way with words. Perhaps a mishas great relevance to our pretake was made when "A Sinister
sent situation. Jesus had been
Plot" was classified as fiction,
baptizing in Judea and had defor many a Clemson Man knows
parted toward Galilee. In order to
that there is more fact here than
get to Galilee it was necessary for
fiction.
him to pass through Samaria. SaClemson Men could rejoice that
maria was inhabited by mixed
the Gentleman's Choice for this
remnants of the northern tribes
season is within traveling distance of Tigertown, but the pictures of her lacked that something that makes a picture special. This is not a point against
Miss Hand for she is, no doubt,
charming; nor is it a slam aimO
ed at Groat's photographic ability for his work in other sections
of the magazine is superb. ApMrs. Stephens, the new lounge hostess, finds the job stimuparently he was distracted.
lating and challenging. She has already made many friends
Lt. Col. J. D. Cotter, ProfesThe Good Humor Man must be among the students. Photo—Lank
sor of AS, announces that Jim
having bad luck for he does not
Wingate is the new junior
seem to be very happy. Perhaps Campus Personality
Cadet
Wing Commander for the
he should be called the Good Old
770 Detachment of Air Force
Humor Man for he does not seem
R.O.T.C. here at Clemson. Workto be nearly as risque as he used
ing closely with him are two newto be. Maybe it would help if
ly appointed Group Commanders,
someone on the staff raided the
John Edward Lee, Group 1 comoffices of Slipstick.
mand and John Thomas Welsh,
By MIKE McKEE
ber merely for a 30-point over- The power of a good blend of
Commander of Group 2.
photography and copy was shown
trick?
Tiger Feature Writer
By CLARKE PLAXCO
that her home was always open These men take positions vacatThe contract is three no trump The above hand was taken by the feature, Unca' Bill, which:
Tiger Feature Writer
to her children's friends. She has ed by Bob Trogden, William Barand the opening lead is the King from: SPOTLIGHT ON CARD was extremely well done. Unca
"You've
got
to
be
a
friend
to
discovered
her own formula for rineau, and Nathanial Dunlap reof Hearts.
PLAY, by Darvas and Lukacs. Bill certainly is an interesting
have friends." This state- staying young: being around cently promoted to senior status
character
for
he
has
seen
what
At first glance it appears that
to most of us is history. Jim ment made by our new lounge young people. Perhaps she's right. in R.O.T.C.
you have ten tricks off the top.
WRIGHT'S
Moore's character sketch of hostess, Mrs. Stephens, certainly ' Asked how she happened to find Cadet Colonel Wingate comes to
However, if you play your Ace
(Continued from Page 1)
of Hearts and the diamonds don't Carolina as the stenographer Unca' Bill combined with excel- seems to be her philosophy, for herself with a permanent "stu- Clemson from Rock Hill, S. C.
split 3-2, you are lost unless the and paymaster of the Union lent photography paints a strik- she has already made many new dent sitting" job, Mrs. Stephens and is majoring in Mechanical
ing picture of an old man who friends at Clemson. Her efferves- replied that she had filled in as Engineering. He has many facets
!
hearts split 4-4. If instead of play- Cotton Mills in Union.
watched
Clemson grow. More cent personality bubbles over with lounge hostess in the past and to his college career. Among
ing your Ace of Hearts on the After serving in various capacfirst trick you hold up until the ities he became the president of articles as well done as this might friendliness as she encounters stu- was asked to take the position them are associations with Phi
third trick, you have greatly in- Banna Manufacturing Co. in even enable the Calhoun Literary dents in the lounge. Not only has when Mrs. Edwards retired. Mrs. Eta Sigma, the Freshman Pledge
creased your chances of fulfilling 1907. In 1919 he was offered and Society to sell the Chronicler- Mrs. Stephens made friends for Stephens doesn't expect to take Platoon, the PRs, A.S.M.E., the
herself but she has helped those Mrs. Edwards place, nor does she L.S.A., and the College Who's
the contract because the long accepted the presidency of even to poor Clemsonites!
heart suit, probably held by West, Watts Mills in Laurens. He serv- On the lighter side, it might who always seemed to be alone want to. She feels that she should Who. Jim hopes to be graduated
must be in the same hand as the ed there until 1927 when he be pointed out that the only bugs to meet their classmates and to make a place of her own. This in June, '64.
diamond stopper in order to de- became president of Republic in the Oliver X-G69A (pea shoot- find companions.
concept is certainly one to be com- Cadet Lt. Colonel Lee, majoring
feat you.
iti I.M., served last year as Wing
Cotton Mills in Great Falls. It er) are the fellows who shoot it. One of Mrs. Stephens' hobbies mended.
What can you do in this case? was from this position that he If they really want some fun they has certainly been of use —she Our new lounge hostess does Inspector and Material officer. He
, If West holds 4 diamonds to the retired from active textile work should try paper clips and rub- has been filling in as a fourth in not consider her job a "job." is now a hall supervisor and is
Jack, you can do nothing; how- in 1947 and became the presi- ber bands, slingshots and mar- bridge and teaching students to She says that she enjoys meetactive in student government
ever, if he holds 4 diamonds to dent of the Sirrine Foundation. bles, or bows and arrows. They play. She says that stand- ing people too much to consider
might
also
take
up
a
game
callthrough
serving on the election
The
J.
E.
Sirrine
Textile
the tenspot and you lead out your
ing around watching others play it work. Although her "hours of
Ace, King, and Queen (dropping Foundation was formed in the ed Russian Roulette which is play- bridge isn't enough. One must duty" are from 2:30 p. m. until board. He serves on the Junior
East's singleton Jack), West still middle 1940's to support and de- ed with real pistols—but then this play the game before he can real- 10:30 p. m., Mrs. Stephens has YMCA council and the YMCA
has a diamond stopper. Since the velop textile education in South is all in fun, isn't it?
ly learn, and everyone makes been leaving the lounge open on cabinet. His home town is Mornloss of one diamond trick doesn't Carolina. Various textile com- Even the ads got into the act mistakes: "Even after all this occasion until later for students ing, S. C.
endanger the contract and since panies in South Carolina each this time. Usir.g a coed model time I've been playing, I still to watch a special program.
Serving as Second Group Comthe singleton Jack sonstitutes 20 donated to the foundation and was a good idea. It's a sure bet make mistakes."
"Now," she says, "I'm afraid
per cent of the possible 4-1 splits, decided that its main support of that the ads were read this time.
the
students
are
beginning
to
exmander
is Cadet Lt. Colonel John
the proper procedure is to lead textile education would be at In conclusion, this issue of the Originally from Roanoke Rapids, pect the later hours." So the ori- Thomas Welch from Lancaster,
trick two. Now lead a small dia- Clemson College. The Textile Li- Chronicle was fun because it had North Carolina, Mrs. Stephens ginal hours are in effect once
mond from the board. If East brary, in Sirrine Hall, has been an air of sincerity; it was an and her family recently mov- again. But if she has nothing to S. C. He is a member of Phi
plays the Jack, DUCK! Now you organized, and underwritten by honest effort to please. There is ed to Clemson. She has a mar- do, she says that now and then Eta Sigma and is majoring in
have lost 3 tricks. If East has the foundation. Travel grants, no substitute for good, hard work ried daughter living in Charlotte, she will stay for a little while for Electrical Engineering. His foranother heart, then the hearts retirement grants, speakers, the and it is evident that someone North Carolina, and a son attend- the special programs.
mer position on the drill field was
Bobbin and Beaker, have all put in some hard work on this ing Clemson. In addition to her
break 4-4 and you still take 9
been part of the wide-scope pro- issue of the Chronicle. There are hobby of bridge, Mrs. Stephens Clemson welcomes its new commander of the Fifth Squadtricks (2 spades, 1 heart, 5 diagram of the Sirrine Foundation. still points to polish such as the also knits and reads. She said friend.
ron.
monds, and 1 club). At the same
Gentleman's Choice and the Good that she has had plenty of time
'time, if East's Jack was a singleHumor Man; but on the whole for reading since becoming lounge
ton and West does have both
NEW
this was an enjoyable magazine. hostess and has already finished
(Continued from Page 1)
hearts, West can no longer get
As 'Horney' himself would say, five books and numerous magain to cash his good hearts. You more like a newspaper."
zines.
have increased your chances of GREG HUGHES, '63; "I like it 'Ya done good, fellas."
success by 2.8 per cent. Why because it is easier to read and Thanks for the present 'Horn- Mrs. Stephens likes people,
ey.' Come back again anytime. young ones especially, and said
.risk a game and possibly a rub- to carry."
A man with a talent for big jobs, Bill McCoy (B.S., 1955)
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AFR0TC Gives
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Wing Control
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Tips For Better Bridge

New Lounge Hostess
Displays Many Talents

and the Jews despised them as
mongrels. Being thirsty after his
trek across the dry and dusty
country, Jesus stopped at a well
to relieve his thirst. There was no
sin in drinking water, but what
surprised the disciples was the
fact that Jesus had talked with a
Samaritan woman. It was an old
and rigid custom that a Jew did
not even walk on the same side
of the road with a Samaritan. If
the Pharisees had discovered this
overt act against the
Jewish
norm, they could have chalked up
one more mark on the list of laws
that Jesus had broken.
Was this Jesus, the Messiah,
breaking the Jewish norms or
laws just for spite or was he
obeying the true and only law, the
law of God? Today, especially in
the South, we have customs just
as rigid and contrary to the will

of God as did the Jews. Even
Christians, who look to the Creator of all men for mercy and
love have settled down into the
easiness of these mores. In fact
they obey a law of society rather
than of God. What is the result?
A section of mankind is considered a group of mongrels, not worthy of kindness and courtesy.
Christians say they look to Jesus
as an example of what they
should be, but .... The law that
Jesus obeyed and spoke was not
written in a Code of Laws or enforced by law officers. The law
that he gave to mankind is a law
that is written on the heart—some
have rejected it and some have
accepted it. No one is forced to
speak to "the woman at the
well", but you are led to do so
by the spirit of love that accepts
a man no matter what his condition.

Student Gets Fished By Fake Flick
By EARLE SMITH
Tiger Feature Writer
Well, I guess I'll go to the late
show tonight. I saw the previews
the other day; and from what I
saw, it is going to be quite a
show. That blonde is quite a dish.
As matter of fact, all the other
girls are too.
I wonder what happens when
those two girls are taken off by
the two men. That should be interesting. Another good part will
be when the man walks in on the
woman while she is in the shower.
There are several other good
parts too, but I don't remember
them right at the moment.
I really shouldn't go to the
movie. I'll have to use some of
my laundry money if I go, and
I have to do some studying too.
I'll do the studying after the
movie is over. It will put me late
going to bed, but it will be worth
it if the movie is anything like I
think it will be. It really has
some good-looking girls in it.
There seems to be quite a
crowd waiting to get in. They
probably won't start the picture
for about twenty minutes so I
should have just enough time to
get in and find a seat. Look at
those posters! I surely am glad
that I'm going! What a bunch of
dolls.
.... WOW! What a fish show.
I really was reeled in on that one.
Of course so were about three or
four-hundred others. It looks as
if people would stop going to the
late shows when the management
tries to fish them in like that.
That was truly a great scene
when the men carried off those

girls. The great disappointment
was, however, that the men were
the girls' brothers; and they were
taking the girls to the woods to
get some pinestraw for a flower
bed. And when the man walked
in on the woman in the shower,
it turned out that the man was
the woman's husband. Of course,
all I could see of the woman was
her face, which was covered with
soap suds at that. I guess the
greatest disappointment, though,
w%s the scene in which the man
chased the girl through the woods,
threw her down on the ground,
and then, and then—he asked her
her name! He asked her her
name! What a thoughtful thing to
do. The best part of the whole
darn movie is the previews. I enjoyed the previews much more
than the movies—and they didn't
cost anything. Well, I'm definitely
not going back to a late show,
and I hope that no one else goes
back either. Maybe if the attendance at the theater decreases,
the management will bring in
some good movies for the late
show or, at least, stop this misleading form of advertising. I
thought that the theater was trying to entertain us as well as to
make money. I suppose, however,
that it is only interested in making money even though it has to
dupe us to do so. Well, I won't
be boing to the late show for quite
a while. The "Y" shows good
movies itself, and it's cheaper. I
really was reeled in this time, but
it won't happen again. I learn by
experience. It's too bad so few
others do.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BILL McCOY

Hbwfar
can your ideas
fake you in the new world
of opportunity
in data processing
atlBM?
t

Growth and discovery: The developmentandapplicationof data processing
at IBM open a new world of exciting
opportunities for individual career
growth. Data processing is producing
some of the most far-reaching developments of our age. Each basic advance
in technology and application requires
new concepts. Ideas—new thinking and
; new ways to approach problems—are
needed. For the individual who likes
! to discard conventional solutions and
find new ideas, there's room to grow
in IBM.
I
' IBM offers graduates with Bachelor's or
advanced degrees in Engineering, the
Sciences, Business Administration,
! Economics, or Liberal Arts challenging
assignments in the marketing of information systems and equipment.
These opportunities increase with each
new system that is designed to meet the
growing needs of business, industry,
government, research, education, and
space. Each technological advance and
each new application can enlarge the
scope of your own career at IBM.

A wide range of positions: Rewarding opportunities will exist in more than
190 IBM Sales and Service Offices,
located in major cities throughout the
United States. Positions open include:

Marketing-Sales: The IBM Data Processing Representative is a consultant
to his customers. He calls on customer
executives, giving timely information,
presentations, and demonstrations for
better business management and controls through data processing.
Systems Engineering: IBM Data Processing Systems Engineers are men and
women who study customer requirements in depth, devise the best approach, define a preferred machine and
operational solution, and assist in the
implementation of this solution.
Customer Engineering: The IBM Customer Engineer is a specialist in precision ' data processing machines and
systems. He is responsible for the installation, maintenance, and functioning of IBM's vast line of electronic and
electromechanical equipment.

For information on career opportunities, write or caih P. E. Green, Br.
Mgr, IBM Corp., 302 N. Church Street, Greenville, S. C. CE 9-1391.

is responsible for the personnel who handle all business
transactions with customers in the Greensboro, N. C, office
of Southern Bell. In addition to the 15,000 customer contacts this requires each month, Bill supervises the collection
of one million dollars a month from 75,000 customers.
Bill began his career with the company as office manager in Charlotte, North Carolina. There he was respon-

sible for the daily cash receipts and supervised the office
staff. In addition, he handled public relations activities.
Bill met these challenges well and, as a result, earned his
promotion in Greensboro.
Bill McCoy and other young men like him in Bell
Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring
the finest communications service in the world to the
homes and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TSUf}/

Opportunities for advancement: IBM
offers you, extensive initial training,
both in the classroom and on the job,
in the area of your special interest. This
trainingcontinues as you advance along
a planned career path leading to professional or managerial positions, IBM
also offers company-sponsored education programs to keep you abreast of
developments in your field, and a tuition-refund plan to give you financial
assistance for graduate study.
Company-paid employee benefit plans
are comprehensive, and include life insurance, family hospitalization and
major-medical coverage, sickness and
accident pay, and retirement benefits,
to name but a few.
See your college placement director to
determine when IBM will interview on
campus, and make an appointment to
see our representative. We will be glad
todiscussopeningsandopportunitiesat
IBM, including our training and education programs, financial rewards, and
company benefits, IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Tigers Face Virginia Tonight
Patterson Shoots Jumper

Maryland Here Tomorrow
In Season's Home Final
Tonight the Virginia Cavaliers
will invade the Clemson field
house to take on the Clemson
Basketballers in a game between
second-flivision
ACC
teams.
Both the Tigers and the Cavaliers will be attempting to move
up in ACC standings before the
all - important tourney starts
next week.
Virginia has come up with
a much stronger team than
they were supposed to have
this year. They already hold
two victories over N. C. State
this year to account for their
ACC wins. They have also
proved tough opposition to
Duke and North Carolina, and
they have seemed able to beat
anyone when they have a good
fame..
The Cavaliers are led by Chip
Conner and Gene Engel, who are
their starting forwards. Conner
has been the Cavaliers leading
scorer thus far and is much improved over his last years playing. Engel is the teams leading

Clemson's Wynn Voted
Most Valuable Runner
At VMI Winter Relays
Clemson's Jimmy Wynn voted
one of top runners at the Winter
Belays. In a coaches poll for the
most valuable runner, Wynn,
and William and Mary's Jim
Johnson, the frosh 3/4 mile
champion and record breaker,
with a time of 3:13.9, tied in the
voting contest.
Duke's Dick
Gesswain, with a record shattering toss of 57'-l 3/4", won the
most valuable field performance
award. All received individual
placques and will have their
name inscribed on a permanent
trophy displayed at the meet
each year.
Wynn achieved the honor by
anchoring the Clemson 880 relay
record breaking team, the record
breaking sprint shuttle relay
team, (disqualified by a foul),
ran a 220 leg on the sprint medley relay team, and finished
second by inches in the 60 yard
dash.
Other members of the record
teams were Wes King, Jack
Shaw, and Donnie Gilbert. N
In the high jump, sophomore
Avery Nelson placed third with
a height of 6'-2". Actually, the
second, third, and fourth place
finishers all made the same
^ height, but places were decided
on the number of misses during
the entire event.
Cater Leland, school record
holder in the broad jump, placed
third in a new relay event, the
hop, step, and jump. There was
no broad jump event in the
meet.
Clemson also placed fourth in
the mile relay with Jack Kelly,
E. J. Drown, Ray Dunkelberg,
and Douglas Adams.
Nelson McLoughlin, sophomore, broke the school record in
the shot put, qualifying for the
finals in this event with a throw
of 48'-7". The old school record
was 48'-l 3/4" set by Bob
Spooner in 1956.
Clemson's next indoor meet is
a dual contest with always
strong University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on Saturday, February 9.

TISER

that many rebounds. He is
By TOM RISHER
averaging 18 points per game.
Tiger
Sports Editor
Soph starter Phil Carlson has
hauled in 87 rebounds to rank
Tiger Basket bailers Begin Winning Ways
behind Greenspan in that deClemsons'
revitalized Tigers upset Wake Forest's
partment.
Demon Deacons last Saturday, that marked the Tigers'
Seniors Bob Eicher and Confourth win in a row, and seventh victory in the last nine
nie Carpenter are averaging in
double figures also. Eicher has
games. This brought the Tigers' overall record to 8-8,
a 12.1 point average while
and definite possibilities of having a season of over .500.
Carpenter is hitting 45 per
The
rest of Clemson's games are against the weaker
cent of his field goal attempts
and owns a 11.4 scoring averteams of the ACC, but even these teams are capable of
age. The other starter will be
beating anyone on a given night, and it's hard for even
soph guard Sam McWilliams
the
most ardent Tiger admirer to think that Clemson
who is averaging 7.1 points
can get through the rest of its schedule without losing
per game.
more than one or two games. Virginia and South CaroClemson will probably start
the lineup that they have been
lina have both come up with much finer teams than
going with the last few weeks.
were expected of them before the season started. It is
That would be Jim Brerman and
the
games with these second-division teams that will
Choppy Patterson at guards,
Gary Burnisky and Woody Mordecide just where Clemson will be ranked going into
gan at forwards, and Donnie
the ACC tourney.
Mahaffey at center. The top
Last Saturday, the fans were treated to a show by
three reserves will be Nick Milasnovich, Manning Privette and
one of the most colorful coaches in the business. This
Mike Bohonak.
would be the Wake Forest mentor, Horace "Bones"
This will be the last home Clemson's fine senior guard and captain Choppy Patterson is shown shooting his soft jump
McKinney, who along with being one of the most sucgame of the season for the Tig- shot which has come to mean trouble for opposing teams. (Photo—Stafford)
cessful basketball coaches in the business is an ordained
ers, and everyone should make
an effort to try to attend the
Baptist. Bones stated after the game that he had tried
game. The Tigers are playing
to tell the Deacon players that Clemson had a good
all-ACC teams from here on out,
team, and they would need an all out effort in order to
and they hope to better their
record in order to get Into a deleave Tigertown with an unblemished ACC record.
cent bracket in the tourney.
However, the Deacons seemed to be looking a little too
far ahead to the Duke game of next week and were upended by the Tigers, and now must go into the Duke
game in second place in the ACC instead of first. A
little of "Bones's" colorful repertoire of actions was cut
out a couple of years ago when the ACC commissioner
By JIM GAUSS
decided that towel throwing would become illegal. McTiger Sports Writer
Kinney had always loved to throw his towel high in
A week ago Thursday the Wake Forest Deacons,
the air, and let it float down on his face.
undefeated in ACC action this season, brought home
Track Team Fares Well at VMI
their eighth conference win with a 54-45 drubbing of
the scrappy Gamecocks from the University of South
The Clemson track team fared pretty well at the
Carolina.
VMI winter relays held last weekend. The only event
The Gamecocks were in hot
that the Tigers won was the 880 yard relay, but they
contention throughout the first i hotly contested throughout the
I placed well in the others, and the times were good for
half, and at halftime they were, game, and in the last six min| the winter season. Jimmy Wynn, Clemson's great dashonly lagging behind by three utes the delirium of the home
points 20-17. After the first half crowd became so great that the
man led the way for the Tigers, by anchoring the 880
however, the Deacons took com- players, referees, and coaches
yard relay team, and also finishing second in the 60
plete charge with 6'10" Bob could not be heard by each
yard dash. For his sterling performance, he was seWoolard leading the way, and other.
the Gamecocks were not able to With 15 seconds left the Tigers
lected along with Duke's Dick Gesswein as the outcome close enough to regain the were trailing 70-69. The ball was
standing athlete in the meet. Clemson's track hopes
lead for the rest of the game.
brought in bounds at half court
also soared, as Avery Nelson cleared 6'2" in the high
South Carolina's Scotti Ward after a Clemson timeout. Clemjump, and the mile relay team finished third despite
was the games high scorer with son's Choppy Patterson tried to
17 points, and he was followed work himself free for a shot, but
the absence of Cecil Huey, Clemson's best quarterby Wake's Dave Wiedeman who had to pass off to Mike Boho Carolina's Jimmy Collins, wearing: number 21 seems to be reaching- for Jim Brennan's head, as miler, who was out 'with an injury. Another bright
had 14 points to contribute to nak, who took a jump shot from he has already lost any chance of blocking the ball. (Photo—Stafford)
spot for the Clemson track team was the return to
the Wake cause. Woolard and Al outside the key with 3 seconds
Clemson of Jack Shaw, who attended Emory last seCarmiechal led the Deacons on remaining, and Wake's fate was
the boards and insured their sealed as the ball'swished gently
mester, before deciding that he did not want to consuccess.
through the net, as time ran out
tinue in the field of dentistry, which he was studying.
Last Saturday afternoon a de- on the court.
Shaw is eligible this semester, and everyone will reliriously happy Clemson student Other ACC action came Satbody came pouring out of the urday night when Duke pulled
member what a great runner he was his freshman
Clemson field house with a, past North Carolina in the closyear.
broad smile of victory, a victory ing minutes to gain a 77-69 vicClemson's football schedule for next year has been
that was not supposed to come tory over the Tar Heels. The
about. Clemson was supposed to Tar Heels held the lead several
changed slightly in order to satisfy Duke University.
be easy pickings for the same times, but with 3 minutes to go,
Duke requested that the Clemson game be shifted to
Wake Forest team that had Duke's AU-American Art HeyDuke instead of being played at Clemson, as was previbeaten South Carolina two man started the ball rolling by
nights before, and who held an putting the Blue Devils out
ously arranged. Clemson granted this wish, and then
8-0 ACC mark.
front 68-66. Jay Buckley then
got the Georgia game shifted from Athens to Clemson.
The Tigers seem to be on the added 5 more quick points, and
This gives Clemson a home schedule of Georgia, N. C.
upsurge as of late, and pulled Duke was out front to stay, and
State, Wake Forest, and Maryland. Clemson also plays
out their fourth consecutive win won by 73-69.
and their upset of the season by In the only other ACC contest,
all the other ACC teams in addition to Oklahoma and
squeaking by the Deacs with a it was a fired-up University of
Georgia
Tech. It will be interesting to see in the spring
71-70 victory. This marked one Virginia team taking an 84-75
practices how Clemson will react to the new substituof the best Clemson victories of victory over North Carolina
recent years.
State, and this time they did it
tion rule change. This rule allows free substitution,
The action for both teams was on the Wolfpacks home court.
anytime that the clock is stopped except on fourth
down situations. There has been a good deal of talk
around campus as to whether Clemson will return to
what will be purely two-platoon football. The Spring
game will probably give fans a good idea of the Tiger
plans for next fall.
rebounder and the second leading scorer.
The other starters for Virginia
will probably be Kenny Goble,
who just began playing about
mid-season, and John Embler,
who is a 6-6 center, and Guard
Mike Greenberg, who will be
the shortest man on the court at
5-10.
Tomorrow night the Tigers
will play host to the Maryland
Terrapins in another ACC
battle.
The Terrapins are
holding down a 5-8 record,
that includes conference wins
over South Carolina and Virginia. Maryland under Coach
Bud Milliken has also played
good ball at other times as
they have defeated George
Washington and Navy in nonconference battles.
The Terps, like the Tigers
have been on a winning splurge
since the holidays, as they have
won four of their last six games.
Before that they had only one
other win all year. The Terps
will be fighting to keep out of the
ACC celler with a victory over
the Tigers.
Senior Jerry Greenspan leads
the Terrapins into this ACC
fray, as he is the leading scorer
and rebounder. He has 200
points for the season and half

Watch Your Head, Brennan!

Duke Regains ACC Lead At 8-0
As Wake Forest Falls To Clemson

Patterson Hits Driving Hook

ADVANCED AEROSPACE
PROGRAMS AT DOUGLAS
have created outstanding
career opportunities for
SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS
B.S. degrees or better
Assignments include the following areas:
Serve-Mechanisms- relating to
all types of control problems
Eleetrenie Systems — relating to
all types of guidance, detection,
control and communications
Propulsion—relating to fluidmechanics, thermodynamics,
dynamics, internal aerodynamics
Environmental — relating to air
conditioning, pressurization and
oxygen systems
Human Factors —analysis of
environment affecting pilot and
space crews, design of cockpit consoles, instrument, panels and pilot
equipment

Heat Transfer—relating to aircraft, missile and space vehicle
structures
Structures —relating to cyclic
loads, temperature effects, and the
investigation of new materials,
methods, products, etc.
Aerodynamics—relating to wind
tunnel, research, stability and
control
Solid State Physics—relating to
metal surfaces and fatigue
Space vehicle and weapon
system studies — of all types,
involving a vast range of scientific
and engineering skills

The Clemson fencing club is now holding its tryouts to see who makes the traveling squad. The team,
like the rifle team, is holding a fine winning streak
which has now reached seven matches. These victories
were achieved last year, and since the team lost only
one boy off last year's squad it seems that the fencing
team will be in for another fine season.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in

ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSfCS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13

Get full information at

INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Appointments should be made
In advance through your
College Placement Office

wl*h a Douglas representative

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25
We urge you to make an appointment through D. Greg Hughes,
Placement Officer. If you cannot, please write to
S. A. Amestoy, Engineering Employment Manager

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California
An equal opportunity employer

MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL, NUCLEAR,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft

I

#

An Equof Opp«»<MB!ly Employe*-

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PftOMLSIOK—POWM FORAUXILIARYSYSTEMS.
UTILIZATIONS MNUHX AIRCRAFT, MSStlES, SPACE VEHICLES, BAMMC AK» MMTSTRf AL

VTTAL1S® KEEPS TOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vltalis with V-7®, the |^^^
greaseless grooming discovery. Keeps your hair neat all day |f!|§:
without grease-aod prevents dryoess, too. Try Vltalis today.
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Clemson Beats Wake, Clobbers Carolina
Woody Morgan Drops In Two

Bohonak's Final Shot
Stops Deacons 70-69
By FRED CRAFT
Tiger Sports Writer
A fired up Clemson basketball
team pulled the most stunning
upset In the ACC this season
with a tremendous 71-70 victory
over Wake Forest here last Saturday afternoon. The game was
regionally
televised and no
sports fan could ask for a more
exciting finish. Clemson students continued their unbelievably great spirit and their cheers
completely drowned out all audible broadcasting both on TV
and radio.
With Wake Forest leading 7069 with 18 seconds remaining,
the Tigers used two timeouts
before giving the ball to Choppy
Patterson for the last shot.
Choppy vainly tried to get open,
but Wake was looking for Patterson and finally Choppy passed to Mike Bohonak in desperation. Mike calmly lifted a looping jump shot from 15 feet with
only one second remaining.
As the ball slipped through
the nets, complete bedlam
broke lose, students and faculty members swarmed onto the
court in the most complete
expression of sheer joy ever
seen at Clemson. Bohonak and
Bonnie Mahaffey, who completely dominated the backboards and kept the Tigers
close until he fouled out, were
carried off the floor by the

overjoyous spectators.
Wake Forest came into the
game 8-0 in the conference while
the Tigers were 0-5, but Clemson was not to be denied and
showed that they are definitely
to be reckoned with for the rest
of the season. Coach Roberts
said, "We were up for this
game." "We didn't particularly
play like we were up, but we
wanted it badly"
Praise must be heaped upon
Mahaffey who has certainly
developed into a real star and
ACC standout. Donnie gathered in 19 rebounds and scored
12 points before he fouled out
with 8 minutes remaining.
Mahaffey has outfought taller
opponents all season, but he
was particularly outstanding
in the Wake game against
6'10" Bob Woolard and others.
Bohonak
scored only
two
points, but they were the most
important. Mike's fine playing
is just an example of the great
effort Coach Roberts has been
getting from all his boys since
January 1. Clemson has won
six of their last eight encounters
in 1963 and with the South Carolina game to be played after
this writing, have won their last
four in a row.
In the Wake Forest game,
Wake led at halftime, 36-34, as
the Tigers had to fight back
from an 8 point deficit in the

Tigers Thaw USC Freeze
With 80-61 ACC Victory

closing minutes of the half. The
second half was largely a seesaw battle with* the students
loving every minute of it and responding with the usual Clemson "yell and scream till you're
hoarse" spirit. The final three
minutes were played in a deafening uproar unequalled anywhere.
Clemson played the final
minute and a half with some
fine defense maneuvers and
several close-in Wake shots
were beautifully blocked and
enabled Clemson to lead 69-68
with 1:09 left. The Deacons
played for an open shot and
Butch Hassell finally sank a
jumper to give Wake the lead
at 70-69. The 4,000 there in
person and the other thousands watching on TV now
watched Bohonak calmly sink
his shot to give the Tigers an
8-8 overall record.
Choppy Patterson, who has
been a big factor in the Clemson
surge led Clemson with 18. He
was followed by Jim Brennan
with 17. Both Brennan and Patterson kept the game close with
their patented long jumpers.
Richard Carmichael led all scorers with 21, followed closely by
Dave Wiedeman's 18. The Tigers hit 42 per cent from the floor
and grabbed 51 rebounds, while Woody Morgan is shown shooting a short jump'shot, as the
the Deacons hit 41 per cent and man behind him, South Carolina's Ronnie Collins seems to
totaled 48 rebounds.
have thrown up his hands in despair. (Photo—Stafford)

By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's high flying Tigers
would have none of South Carolina's slow-down basketball tonight as the Tigers burned the
nets for 48 points in the second
half. Clemson held a 32-23 lead
at the half thanks to a fine
three point play by Choppy Patterson and Donnie Mahaffey.
With 3 seconds on the clock,
Donnie was jumping center at
the Gamecock's end of the court
after tying up a U.S.C. player.
He tapped the ball hard toward
Clemson's end of the court and
Choppy took it on the run to
convert the layup and drew a
foul.
The low score at the end of
the first half was due to the
Gamecock's ball-control game.
At first it looked as though
U.S.C. wasn't going to shoot,
but each time they did, the
Tiger's,
led by Mahaffey,
cleared the boards. Clemson
jumped to a 4-0 lead. South
Carolina,
spear-headed
by
Ronnie Collins, came back to
keep the score close during
most of the first half. Collins
ended up with 16 points for
U.S.C; Scotti Ward had 18.
The Tigers worked good as a
team and probably had their
best night from the floor in
sinking 34 of 59 shots for 58%
accuracy. In the second half
alone, Clemson took 30 shots and

Morgan Shoots Layup

G

JIM BRENNAN, G
McKeesport, Pa., Jr.

16

PGA

PGM

Pet.

FTA FTM

Pet.

246

106

.431

94 78

.830

DONNIE MAHAFFEY, C
LaGrange, Ga., Jr.

16- 142

71

.500

72 40

.556 176 11.0

NICK MILASNOVICH, G
Youngstown, Ohio, Jr.

16

130

52

.400

49

34

.694 38

2.4 26

GARY BURNISKY, F
Bridgeville, Pa., Jr.

16

122

50

.410

30

22

.733

78

4.9

25

CHOPPY PATTERSON, G
Piedmont, S. C, Sr. (Capt.)

15

122

42

.344

41

28

.683

29

1.9

WOODY MORGAN, F
Hartsville, S. C„ Jr.

16

99

36

.364 47 26

.553 119

7.4 57

MIKE BOHONAK, F
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jr.,

15

1Q7

41

.383

16

10

.625

63

4.2

MANNING PRIVETTE, C
Hartsville, S. C, Jr

11

66

19

.288

18

12

.667

63

8

15

2

.133

12

8

.667

4

8

3

.375

0

0

.000

16 1057

422

16 1025

414

LARRY SEITZ, F
Morrisonville, 111., Sr.

.

CHUCK NARVIN, G
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sr.

Disq. Pti.

Avg.

35 2 290

18.1

62 5

182

11.4

0

138

8.6

0

122

7.6

34 0

112

7.5

5

98

6.1

32

1

92

6.1

5.7

18

1

50

4.5

5

0.6

2

0

12

1.5

4

1.0

0

0

6

1.5

.399 379 258

116 7.3
.681 763 47.7 291 14 1102

68.9

.404 390 266

.682 728 45.5 297 10 1094

68.4

Team

CLEMSON TOTALS .
OPPONENTS' TOTALS
Forward Woody Morgan is shooting a layup, as big Don Mahaffey moves in for the rebound. Morgan and Mahaffey were
the big guns for the Tigers off the boards. (Photo—Stafford)

Frosh Basketballers
Fall To USC
South Carolina's Baby Biddies
won a slow contest over the
Clemson Cubs last Tuesday by
the score of 53-38. With the
Biddies playing the same type of
ball that the varsity played, and
having much greater success at
it, they held a small lead until
about five minutes left, when
they put on a stall, and made
it pay off in numerous free
throws.
Clemson was playing without
the services of their center, Ken
Gardner who will be out for the
remainedr of the season with a
collapsed lung.
This clearly
showed as the Tigers were having trouble getting off more
than one shot each time that
they came down the court.
This marked the third loss of
the season for the Cubs, who
had previously lost to Piedmont,
and the Davidson freshmen. The
Cubs only have three games remaining, one each with Piedmont,
South Carolina,
and
Davidson.
South Carolina's Biddies started in a stall, and at the end of
five minutes, they led by the
score of 5-2. They increased
their margin slowly throughout
the game, as the Cubs had one
of their worst shooting nights of
the year.
South Carolina worked the
ball carefully, and either got a
good shot, or they got a free

72

4.5

PF

deeper into the cellar with a 1-T
record.
The Tigers got good rebounding
from Mahaffey again and Morgan, Privette, and Burnisky also
grabbed their share of rebounds
too. Burnisky added 7 points, all
in the first half. Morgan received a bad cut on his head during
the rugged play under the
boards, but came back out later
with it bandaged up.
Clemson showed much improvement over Saturday's victory with Wake Forest. The Tigers have now won 5 straight.

Tiger Rifle Team
Tops Furman Again
The Furman University Rifle
Team
again
fell
to
the
"RIFLES" of Clemson College.
In the match which was fired OH
January 11, Clemson scored 1416
compared to the 1338 scored by
the Furman Paladins. The TIGER RIFLEMEN competing in
the match were Bill Kuykendal
(289), Marshall Green (285),
Pete Pierson (282), Jack Belle
(280), and Ed Peeler (280).
This week the Tiger Sharpshooters will travel to Davidson
College on Friday, February 8,
for a 6-man ROTC match. On
Saturday, February
9,
the
"Dead-eyes" will pay a visit to
the Wofford Rifle Team at Wofford College. The match will be
a 6-man, ROTC match. The
Clemson Team is confident that
they will emerge victorious in
these two matches.

Don't Swallow That Bug, Don!

Romans Shorten Month So Festivities Can Get Started
BY JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Feature Writer

So it is here again. February,
,his month of mists and vague reaembrances of spring, this time
throw. Clemson, on the othei >f awakening, is here. Everybody
hand was taking the outsidr nows that February has 28 days,
nless it is a leap year, but how
shots, and hitting -very few c
.any know why February got
these. When Buddy Benedic
lighted In such a manner? Now,
fouled out with about six min
;r the first time, on the golden
utes left, and with South Care
iot yellow) pages of THE
Una in a deep freeze, the Clem
IGER, comes the answer. Way
son cause was lost.
ack in the time of the Roman
The coldness of the Clemso;
Impire, when Tiger Rag was beshooters was indicated by th
lg sung with gusto in the colifact that Gary Helms, who wa
jum, February was the last
high scorer had only nine point;
lonth in the year. Now the Roians were a pretty rowdy bunch,
White led the Biddies with 1
points, and was about the oni
id in their haste to celebrate
few Year's eve one year, they
Carolina player to shoot durin
the second half.
ut the length of February to 28
ays by act of the Roman ConTonight, the freshmen wil
ress. That way they got to celetake on the Daividson frosh
who defeated them in an earlie
game at Davidson. Clemson wil
be hard pressed to defeat thi
Grand Duchy of Luxemclassy Davidson freshman quin
tet. Tomorrow night, the Tige burg, Jan. 11, 1963 —
Cubs will play host to the Pied- Vould you like to work at a
mont Rangers,
in the thirc .wiss resort, a Norwegian
meeting of the year between th( arm, a German factory, a
two clubs. The Rangers, who an construction site in Spain, or
led by Earl Wooten and Vinct : summer camp in France?
Yockel, always play one. of the
Thousands of paying summost colorful games against the
rier
jobs (some offering
Cubs.

brate three days earlier.
Now St. Valentine's day is a
different matter. That it was named after a saint is the merest
coincidence. He just picked a
good day to get martyred on. Historically, the day was supposed to
be the mating day of the birds.
This must have led somebody way
back down the family tree to decide that maybe this would not
be too bad an idea for human
beings too. So all the girls put
their names in a hat. The fellas
drew one name apiece and had a
ready-made girlfriend for the rest
of spring. Thus began the custom
of sending valentines and also a
problem known as the population
explosion.
Many of our Great Ones first
saw the light of day in February:
A. Lincoln, G. Washington, and

H. Suber, to name a few. Sometimes when Stephen Spender and
I are thinking continually of
those who were truly great, I begin to wonder just how it is to
be famous. My ideas are, I fear,
too romanticized. For instance,
I just can't imagine John C.
Calhoun strolling on his Fort
Hill lawn and looking up at the
roof and thinking: "Well, I'll
have to redo the shingles now
before a big rain comes again."
Yet the great part of even a
celebrity's life must, I am sure,
be taken up with more triviata.
They leave their mark on the
universe, but they also must
leave behind a life lived much
in the same fashion as anybody
else'. It is a dual role to be great.
About the only other thing that
ever happens in February is the!

coming out of the groundhog. That
happened last Saturday. He saw
no shadow this year, so spring
should be right around the corner. Brethren, rejoice!

With his mouth wide open, and his arm outstretched, Mahaffey is high in the air tipping in a shot to help the Tigers in
their 80-61 victory over South Carolvno. rpWo—Stafford^

JOBS IN EUROPE

Oconee Theatre
SENECA, S. C.
Friday, February 8

"Lobo"
Walt Disney — Color
— o —
Saturday, February 9th
— Until 7 P. M, —

"The Count Of
Monte Cristo"

CLEMSON
Shoe Service

Reb«. Av*.

South Carolina hit a respectiful 44% from the floor on
24 of 55 shots. But although
they played a scrappy ballgame, the Gamecocks were
outclassed. Scotti Ward, who
came into tonight's game with
24 consecutive foul shots,
missed one in the second half
much to the delight of the
Clemson students. Ward was
threatening the record of 41, set
earlier this season by Brennan.
The Tigers gained a tie for
5th place in the conference
standings by tonight's victory
with a 2 - 5 record. South Carolina, on the other hand, drops

Clemson Statistics For 16 Games
NAME, POS., HOMETOWN

hit on an amazing 21 of them for
70%. Four Tigers scored in the
double figures. Patterson had 16,
Brennan 14, Mahaffey 13, Milasnovich's points came in the
second half. The Tigers only had
one bad lapse in the game, that
coming with a little over 13 minutes left to play. It looked as
though the Tigers had broken
the game wide open by running
up a 15 point margin, but in a
little over two minutes the
Gamecocks had cut the Clem
son lead by 9 points. The Tigers
watched helplessly as South
Carolina's smaller Gamecocks
made layup after layup. With
11:00 minutes to play, Clemson's
margin was 6 points and things
were serious again. Coach Roberts subbed his smaller fast
men to keep up with the torrid
Gamecock pace. It paid off as
Clemson's Milasnovich and Bohonak dropped in 19 points during the next 9 minutes.

Color
— o —
Saturday Night, Monday
b Tuesday
February 9th, 11th & 12th

"It's Only Money"
JERRY LEWIS

$190 monthly) are available in Europe to U. S. students.
The American Student Information Service, celebrating its 6th Anniversary, will
award TRAVEL GRANTS
to first 1500 applicants.
For 20-page Prospectus,
complete selection of European jobs and Job Application (enclose $1 for Prospectus, handling and airmail reply) write, naming
your school, to: Dept. J,
AS IS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg. The
first 8000 inquiries receive
a $1 cupon towards the purchase of the new student
travel book, Earn, Learn &
Travel in Europe.

L.C.Martin
DRUG COMPANY
YOUR

*exall
DRUG STORE

ENTER THE BIG

^CEROY
EMPTY PACK SAVING CONTEST NOW!
HERE'S ALL YOU DO: Just save empty Viceroy packs ... win
one of these exciting prizes ... by yourself or in a group. The
group or individual collecting the most Viceroy empty packs
wins first prize. Second prize goes to the second largest number of Viceroy empty packs collected . . . and so on. There's
a large assortment of prizes ... all to be awarded on this
college campus. It's your contest! Plan to enter... plan to
win. Start saving Viceroy empty packs today! Ask your friends
to help you win by saving empty Viceroy packs for you.
GET COMPLETE RULES ANO TORN IN EMPTY PACKS AT

COLLEGE CANTEEN

March 19,1963
2 P.M.
Entries accepted this date only

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"
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Girls Dorm Takes Shape

Letters To The President
American Spirit
Clemson College
Clemson, S. C.
Gentlemen:
Please know that you gave
"heart" to countless Americans
by the way you treated Harvey
B. Gantt yesterday at his enrollment. You have proved the true
spirit of "Americanism" is not
dead.
I am a German student new
here in the United States and
truly dreaded the enrollment of
Gantt at your college. I wish you
could heard the praise for Clemson on campus yesterday.
Congratulations, you did a fine
thing for your country during
these difficult times.
Yours truly,
Gunther Schwartz

Uncle Sam Says,
"Those Are
My Boys"
Dear Mr. President:
I am a California college student who until Sunday had never
heard of Clemson College. I realize that the people of South Carolina are proud of their state, as
Californians are proud of theirs.
But today your school and your
state made me, an ordinary person, very proud of my country.
The University of Mississippi
caused The United States to
shrink in shame as the world
watched. Perhaps a Southerner
can not fully realize this. Today
Clemson College made Uncle
Sam return to his feet, a smile
on his lips, saying "Those are
my boys."
I would be a liar to say that
California is free of racial problems. However; each race is
working in the ways it thinks best
to solve this great internal issue.
I am happy to know that South
Carolina displayed all the integrity and dignity that is America.
Many of you have disagreement
with integration. To me, this
makes you only better men.
Why? You, unlike so many others
in the past, cared more for human safety, the courts of this
land, and common decency than
for your own personal prejudices
or fears.
I am respectfully yours,
Michael M. Burton
Rialto, California

Dignify and
Decorum

//

Dear President Edwards:
I take deep pleasure in commending'for the traditional and
true Spirit, of the Southern Gentlemen, you portrayed in accepting the application — and the
enrollment, of a student of the
Negro race.
The dignity, decorum, and diplomacy with which you have
handled this important issue,
through the medias of TV, radio,
and the press, is a credit to your
Institution, State, the Traditional
South, America, and our own International Relations.
Let each of us trust your significant and praiseworthy adjustment, and motivation of a peaceful action, and compliance with,
of a touchy and delicate problem of a new era, will offset
and obliterate the scandelous, degrading, shameful, and a black
malignant scar left on the name
of the South, by the Mississippi
affair o infamy, which beyond a
doubt will be a part of the South's
heritage a hundred years from
now.
Also, one of your alumnus of
the class of 1916 should be rewarded and revered by all future
students of Clemson as one of
the Great's in the annals of
southern higher education.
Please accept these remarks,
from a humble man, for the
notice of anyone concerned, for
what they may portray of pride
for your college, it's administrative staff, alumni and alumnus,
and the student body.
I remain,
Very truly yours,
Perry William B. England
Gastonia, N.C.

Clemson Men
Triumph
Dear President Edwards,
As a native of Ohio, but as a
graduate of the University of Alabama, may I compliment you and
your entire University for the way
in which they have handled desegregation. It isn't easy, but for men
of intelligence and good will it is
possible. You are doing your country proud.
Sincerely,
Mrs. J. M. Priedlander

Library Jobs Available
A meeting of students interest- firsthand experience what public
ed in summer positions in South library work is.
Internships are open to rising
Carolina libraries will be held on juniors and seniors and graduatFriday, February 8, 1963 from ing seniors who have done the
2:30-5 p. m. in the Clemson Libra- greater part of their college work
ry. Mrs. Sarah C. Smith of the in liberal arts, who have at least
Anderson County Library will dis- a B-average. Interested students
cuss opportunities in librarian- j may obtain additional informaship and will explain the Junior j tion and applications from Mrs.
internship program being spon- Smith at this ' meeting. Each
sored by the South Carolina Libra- applicant will be interviewed.
ry Association and the State Library Board.
DETROIT
Junior internships are work(Continued
from Page 1)
training positions, awarded on a
competitive basis, in county and Competition.
regional public libraries which Perhaps the watchword for this
have been selected for the qual- concert should have been "youth".
ity of guidance and work they Both Mr. Torkanowsky and Mr.
can offer. The interns will work Anievas are considered to be
full-time for three months at a rising young figures in the musisalary of $150 per month. The cal world, and indeed the Detroit
work will be planned as an in- Symphony itself is a relatively
troduction to the various phases new organization. Even the conof public library work with the cert was a masterpiece of youthpurpose of giving the intern an ful exuberance, and it was wellopportunity to find out from received in Clemson.

"One Of Most Cynical Stories,"
Viridiana, Opens New Film Series
In exile in Mexico since 1938, written and directed by Bunuel,
could be dismissed
. " sensa"
Bunuel returned to his native *
tionalism. But its artistry is unSpain in 1961 at the invitation! questionable. — Saturady Reof Franco. He was offered gov-| view of Literature.
ernment financing to make ai VIRIDIANA is the first of the
film, and VIRIDIANA was thej films for the second semester
result. Two days after the film; being offered by the Modern
won the Grand Prix at Cannes,; Language Club. The film will be
Franco saw it for the first time, i shown in the Civil Engineering
dismissed his Minister of Cul-' building auditorium.
ture, ordered a complete press
blackout, and banned the film.
Bunuel's past films have not Membership cards may be obbeen noted for their optimistic tained at the door—$1.00 per
or sweet view of life, but VIRI- student membership and $3.00
DIANA is undoubtedly one of per faculty or outside memberthe boldest, cruelest and most ship. Membership cards must be
cynical stories to be depicted on; shown at the door for admission
the screen. But no matter how to each film. All films have Engone reacts to the story, it is a' lish subtitles except GAS-LIGHT
major cinematic achievement. FOLLIES which is in English.
"If the film were less well] For further information call exmade, if it were not so strikingly, tension 383.

SECOND SEMESTER FILM SERIES
Feb. 11—VIRIDIANA, Spanish, 1961, 90 min.
Feb. 25—THE REST IS SILENCE, German, 1959,
106 min.
March 11—FEDRA (THE DEVIL'S DAUGHTER),
Spanish, 1956, 102 min.
March 18—GASLIGHT FOLLIES, English (American), 110 min.
March 25—THE FORTY-FIRST, color, Russian,
1956, 100 min.
April 1—FORBIDDEN GAMES, French, 1952, 90
min.
April 8—HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR; French,
1959, 88 min.
April 29—THE SINS OF ROSE BERND, German,
1959, 85 min.
May 6—A SUMMER TO REMEMBER, Russian,
1961, 80 min.

Friday, February 8, 1963

Above Is shown the new women's dorm now under construction on Cherry Road.
Groat).

(Photo by

National Scene
(Continued from Page 1)
and not a regimented people.. achieve his own destiny, and
Republican conservatives pick- Conservatives believe that peo-j capitalism is represented as a
ed up House seats in Texas, pie have the capacity to disci-1 dirty word.
Florida, North Carolina and pline themselves in the way thatj
I do not think it is a dirty or
Tennessee, among the eleven has made our country great.
states of the Confederacy, and I am known in the political ugly word. I reject such connowon another in Kentucky. In spectrum, wherever I am known, tations. I use it all the time.
Texas, we elected a second Con- as a conservative, and I always Free enterprise does more for
gressman, 30 Republicans to of- wear the badge of conservatism our people, and only in a capifices at all levels, and Jack Cox, proudly. I am glad to speak or talist system can we have such
although defeated for governor, write under critical circum- sustained economic growth. To
polled a magnificent total of stances, as well as friendly or preserve it, we must resist efforts, from whatever quarter
more than 700,000 votes.
favorable.
The closeness of Jim Martin's To me, conservatives today are. and source, to impose the cenrace against Lister Hill for the the real defenders of our tradi-j tral government on our demoSenate, in Alabama, was na- tional and Constitutional values, j cracy, to destroy individual and
tional news everywhere. I men- the capitalist economy, and the! local responsibility, and under
tion these specifics because it is free enterprise system, that have mine our moral fibre. The threat
is real, and we must meet it.
clear that Republicans no longer made our country great.
have to accept an automatic de- The men who invested the
ficit in the South.
brains and the capital, who built
We have the makings of a real the railroads, the factories, the
two-party system in the South, varied industries, the banks and
and we have virtually achieved the insurance companies, were
this now, both in Florida and in conservative in their thinking.
Texas. It was my pleasure to They believed in the free entercampaign in Florida, both for prise system.
Senate and House candidates,
in late October, and I was de- These builders, and pioneers,
lighted with the strength of the had the foresight and the sense
Republican conservative move- of adventure "to apply science to Are you dreaming of a trip to
the technology of production and Europe this summer? A group of
ment there.
I have used the term "Repub- transportation, to develop this Clemson students, faculty, associlican conservative" ' advisedly, country so that our people are ates and alumni is being organizbecause there is little or no fu- the most productive in the ed for a summer in Europe.
ture for the conservative in the world, the most comfortable, Dates are still flexible but have
Democratic party. It has been with the highest standard of liv- tentatively been set for departure
taken over, bag and baggage, ing, judged by material stand- from New York on June 5—and
almost completely by the liber- ards, and at the same time the return departure from Paris on
most resourceful and self reliant August 26.
als.
Certainly, this is true at the in the world, with the highest This will not be an organized
national level. The Kennedy ad- moral standards that have en- tour but merely a group flight
ministration is dominated by in- abled us to shoulder our spirit- over and back. After arrival in
tellectuals with massive con- ual, military, economic and Paris each person will be on his
ceits, who are trying hard to policy responsibilities as the own to do as he wishes while in
create a regimented society in leader of the Free World.
Europe—meeting again for the
This great giant that is the | return trip home. The round trip
our great land.
There was a time, not so long United States of America was from New York to Paris will cost
ago, and the manifestations of built under the free enterprise $326. per person, a saving of $200.
the change have come rapidly in system, with highest regard for over regular price. We must have
recent years, when there wasj individual liberty and the integ- 25 people in order to get the
scant respectability to be bad in! rity of the rights of man.
group rate on a regularly schedpublic identification as a Re- Today, there are forces at uled jet air lines, so if you are
publican in the South.
work that would impose the interested please call William McThat day is behind us now, might and control of a central Minn 654-5861 or write to 106
and accounts for the volume government over the fundamen- Poole Lane, Clemson for further
growth of Republican conserva- tal right of the individual to information.
tism in states throughout the
South,
especially in Texas,
where more and more political
activity at the grass roots level,
including the willingness to
stand for public office at all
levels, is everywhere apparent.
Ed Foreman, successful businessman in Odessa at 28, and
newly elected Congressman in
the Sixteenth Texas District, is
a dedicated young conservative,
who could not decide for a time
in which party to place his political faith and conviction, but
ultimately and happily decided
the Republican party offered the
best climate, the warmest haven,
for his political home.
There are many throughout
Texas, and the South, whose experience matches that of Ed
Foreman. My own election, as I
have said many times, was only
a manifestation of the conservative conviction that is steadily
on the increase in the new
South. It is a timely commentary, that in Texas in 1962, literally everyone running for national and state office, tried to
be a conservative.
A distinguished Southern Senator, a great conservative Democrat, has told me repeadedly
that during his 30 years in the
Senate, from FDR to JKF, he "ftjr.Mi^ ffetfr; weMUsrpepAie-itf HAWArt THEY'
■&PgAK WITH TrlBlR HAM*?."
has never seen an administration like the present one, with
such a lust for power. Much of
this, the Kennedy Administration is trying to achieve by tak- j
ing it from
the legislative;
branch — the Congress,
The New Frontier, by and:
large, sees itself as an elite to;
rule over the people and plan;
their ordered lives. The conser-'
vatives are the real progressives. |
I have many times termed conservatives the nineteenth century liberals. Conservatives believe that economic growth can
be accomplished only by a free,

Clemson Group
Plans European
Summer Tour

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

NOW IT'S PEPSI
for Those Who Think Young

Letters To Tom
Tiger" In
Minority

Dear Tom,
Upon reading the February 1,
edition of The Tiger an outsider
may believe that we at Clemson
College are in favor of integration.
We must admit that there is very
little we can do about it; but we
can let everyone know how we
feel.
We have nothing against Negroes or anyone else getting an
education, however there- is a
right way and a wrong way to do
everything. We feel that education
is not being stressed but that integration is. If a white boy is not
accepted at Clemson, the Federal Courts would tell him that it
is between him and the school
officials.
Many people refer to the passage where the Bible says that
God makes no distinction between the Jew and the Greek.
This is correct. God is no respector of persons. He makes no distinction between the Negro and the
Caucasion (white) spiritually but
he does physically. He made different races of people, so who are
we to bread the distinctions he
made. When he established the
races, he set a boundry for the
habitat of each race by placing each race in a different section.
Migration has caused people to
break the boundry, that is what
we are trying to re-establish in
the South.
We at Clemson College are not
all of one opinion that is being
voiced through our school newspaper, The Tiger, is in a small
minority.
We hate for the citizens of our
state to think we are in favor of
integration, but The Tiger and
other news articles make it appear that the Clemson students
have grown soft or broadminded
to the point that principle means
nothing.
The majority of the student
body does not rejoice that integration has come.
Harvey, Gantt is not leading
the glamorous life that newsmen
portray.
It is very hard to understand
how anyone, who ealls himself a
Christain, to force others to associate with him, when the Bible
teaches us that if people will not
accept us to leave them alone.
There is nothing wrong with
anyone getting an education, but
if he is causing others to hate,
conspire or think evil, he is doing wrong.
Harvey Gantt's very presence
on the Clemson campus causes a
cloud of discord to hang over our
school and we feel that it is an
injustice to us, our school, and to
our state.

ir Dress Shirts

Judge Keller
CLEMSON

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Cola Co. — New York

Non-Republican
Gripes
Dear Tom
I often wonder why everyone I
know who is really hepped on
the slogan, "Vote for the mannot the party!", always votes
REPUBLICAN.
Name Withheld

Clemson
Congratulated
Dear Tom:
The student body, the professors, the president and the Board
of Trustees are indeed to be congratulated on the beautiful way
that Harvey Gantt, student from
Iowa University, was admitted to
Clemson College.
Clemson could have been another heap of ashes similar to
Ole Miss.
Again congratulations.
Sincerely,
Joe Taylor, LaGrange, Ga.

Southern
Gentlemen
Dear Tom,

As a native South Carolinian
and an alumnus of Winthrop
College and of the University of
South Carolina may I offer my
congratulations and thanks to
you as Editor of The Tiger, your
staff, and the student body of
Clemson College for the intelligent, mature way in which you
are handling the enrollment " of
Harvey Gantt into your school.
I am sure that you will welcome him in such a way as to
prove to the nation and to the
world that there are such things
as "Southern Gentlemen." I sincerely hope that given a chance,
Mr. Gantt will prove to be an asDear Tom:
set to your fine school. You have
I don't know what this will justified my faith in the integrity
mean to anyone, but I hope of South Carolinians and I can
someone reads it ... and learns continue to hold my head high
that a "Northerner" is prouder and be proud to declare myself a
to be an American because of j daughter of South Carolina.
Clemson College.
Sincerely yours,
Peggy P. Smith
The admission of Negro stu(Mrs. John Lee Smith)
dent, Harvey Gantt, was handled

Yankee
Viewpoint

Dear Tom,
I was happy to read the statements of the editors of the CLEMSON TIGER and other student
leaders concerning Harvy Gantt's
admission. I hope the student
i body will continue it's good con\ duct and adjust to the new situation resulting from the court orders.
Very truly yours,
Charles L. Watson
Anderson, S. C.

Job Well Done
Dear Tom
During four years of undergraduate study at Clemson I was
never moved to write a "letter
to the editor", but after reading
the February 1 issue of The Tiger I feel that it is time to write
and congratulate the staff on two
counts.
The first count is the coverage
given to the Gantt admission. Any

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
PHONE 654-3230
SUNDAY & MONDAY
FEBRUARY 10 & 11

"THE MIRACLE
WORKER"
TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 12

"COMING OUT
PARTY"

LIEUTENANT JERRY HOLLMAN, PH.D. IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R. 01C?

with
James Robins Justice

—o

* Socks

Dear Tom,
My praise to your University
President, your state Governor
and especially you students for
your behavior during the last
week. You are truly a credit —
and not a disgrace — to your
University, your State and your
Country.
Don Roth (Caucasian)
512 So. 4th St.
Louisville, Ky.

Compliments
Conduct

"THE
PASSWORD
IS COURAGE"

-AT Sweaters

Behavior Praised

with utmost dignity and with the
warmth that must surely show the
true Southerner; you have all
helped to erase much of the
shame that has been brought
upon us in earlier incidents. —'
I have never had the pleasure
of visiting the South, but Clemson will be one place that I wont
miss when the opportunity arises.
As a college student myself ...
and a Journalism major ... I
appreciate hearing about a really
good school.
/
Apparently most of the students
at Clemson have come to the '
realization that too much grief
has been caused over a skin pig.
ment in the past. When everyone >
comes to the conclusion, that it
is what's inside a person that
counts, we will know equality as
it should be. This may not even
come within our lives, but Clemson College has taken a step on
the correct path.
It is difficult for most of us < *
to fathom some of the things that
occur in the South ... concerning race relations. This is because most of us haven't been
confronted with the same type of
situation. There is, of course,
prejudice up here ... but it
seems to be on a different scale. •
You must forgive some of the
fanatics who condemn the South
every time a flare-up occurs.
One thing is sure ... everyone is happy about what you
have done! Thank you hardly
seems adequate to express how I
feel, but it will have to do. l
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Mike Nored, Oregon

Sincerely,
William Thomas Albrooks
(student)

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 13 & 14

^Winter Trousers

comment I could make would only be an echo of the fine features
and editorials which your staff
prepared; therefore, I shall content myself with saying only
"well done."
Secondly, I should like to commend you for the new layout
and format of the present issue.
Perhaps you do not plan to use
this format in the future, but I,
for one, feel that it is a decided
improvement over the usual double-fold issue.
Again, congratulations on the
excellent issue, and keep up the
good work.
Sincerely,
H. Gerald Moody, '63

i

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 15 & 16

"SODOM AND
GOMORRAH"
In Color

You bet I would, and I'll tell you why. Army officers live
better than I expected. Take me. At the Army Signal
Research Lab in Fort Monmouth, I get a chance to put
my engineering background to good use. I keep on top
of new developments. The experience is terrific, and it's
going to pay off whether or not I stay in the Army. From
Fort Monmouth I can go to a play in New York one
weekend, and visit Washington the next. On my officer's
salary I can afford it. Of course I have an active social
life on post, too. Officers' club. Parties. Dances. You name
it. My advice to you is this: if you have only two years
to go for a commission, get it. Once on active duty,
you'll be mighty glad you did."

